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Catseye
A refugee fleeing the oppression of a police
state must go on the run with animals who
can communicate with him Exiled after his
home planet was turned into a military
outpost following an interstellar war, Troy
Horan is relocated to the planet of Korwar.
Under the watchful eye of the police state,
he lives in the slums in a restricted area for
sub-citizens. He works as a day laborer in
an interplanetary pet shop and has no idea
why the Terran animals have been
imported to Korwaror why he has the
ability to silently communicate with them,
especially the kinkajou. But a murder
forces him to flee with his animal friends
into the Wild, where mysterious, sealed
ruins conceal Korwars most fiercely
guarded secret. With no one he can trust
and an entire government under siege, Troy
leads his extraordinary band of warriors in
a final bid for freedom none of them may
survive.
This action-packed, classic
outsider story will be enjoyed by readers of
all ages.
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